NextEra Energy (NYSE: NEE)

Recommendation: Buy
NEE

NextEra Energy is the world’s biggest producer of wind and solar
energy. The following is a basic research report that contains some Price: $75.55
information that may be speculative and statistics that are subject to
change, so the author advises that one does not make a financial MSCI ESG Ranking: AAA
decision based solely on this document.
Sustainalytics’ ESG Risk Ratings:
Medium Risk
In 2019, NextEra was considered the best-in-class at fulfilling ESG
guidelines by S&P Global Ratings. It received a score of 86. It’s clear
that NEE is an environmentally-friendly company. According to Daily Electrical Utilities & IPPs
Energy Insider, NextEra plans to drastically cut down their carbon
emissions by 67% by 2025, based on their baseline number set in Analyst: Warner MacDonald
2005. If this rate continued, NEE would have zero carbon emissions by
around 2035.
According to Censible’s ESG ratings, NEE is a top performer in:
-

Carbon Footprint
Pollution Prevention
Employee Ownership, Satisfaction, Benefits, and Pay
Ethical Practices

According to Censible’s ESG ratings, NEE is a performs well in:
-

Water Conservation
Workplace Health and Safety
Diversity of Corporate Leadership

According to Censible’s ESG ratings, NEE is an average performer in
Integrity of Corporate Governance. This brief overview of NextEra
Energy reveals that NEE fits the bill by most ESG standards, and excels
in environmental awareness.

NEE has outperformed the S&P 500 when measured in the past
month, the past three months, the past six months, the past year, the
past five years, and the past ten years. In fact, over the past ten years
NEE has gone up about 441%, performing about two and a half times
as well as the S&P 500, which went up about 176% during that period.
This year, NEE has consistently performed better than NASDAQ
Consensus EPS forecasts predicted. In each quarter of 2020, NEE
performed 1.52%-9.09% better than analysts anticipated. If this
pattern were to continue, NEE would outperform expectations by
approximately 3.79% next quarter. Considering that NASDAQ’s
consensus EPS forecast expects a 2.29 EPS in December 2020, a
continuance of the outperforming trend would mean December’s
actual EPS would be approximately 2.38. Considering large countries’
trend towards sustainability, the sustainable energy sector has an
opportunity for immense growth.
J. P. Morgan’s report on NEE seemed optimistic about the company’s
future, and stated that COVID-19 was largely insignificant in slowing
the company’s growth. One major change that could signal growth is
NextEra’s plan to eventually merge Gulf Power and Florida Power &
Light (in 2022, according to Miami Herald). J. P. Morgan Global Equity
Research Coverage says that NEE is a 47% buy.
Yahoo! Finance states that NEE is at a “near-fair value” and that the
stock is currently following a “Bearish pattern.” Although Yahoo!
expects NEE to eventually recover, Yahoo! predicts that NEE will
continue its downward trend for the next two to six weeks.
Robinhood’s overview of 20 analyst ratings places NEE at a 60% buy.
Read More:
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/NEE/?p=NEE
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/nee/earnings

https://robinhood.com/stocks/NEE
https://esg.censible.co/companies/NextEra-Energy-environmental-so
cial-corporate-governance-p rofile
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/article242198766.ht
ml#:~:text=In%20a%20move%2
0that%20would,Gulf%20Power%20from%20Southern%20Company
https://dailyenergyinsider.com/news/20046-nextera-energy-inc-rece
ives-best-in-class-preparedn
ess-assessment-in-sp-global-ratings-evaluation/

